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Vanna White, the popular TV game show co-host and America's favorite crocheter, presents 10 little

amigurumi animals that will capture your heart. From the alligator to the walrus, each of the 10

creatures can rest in the palm of your hand. Just think how much fun you'll have crocheting the

whole zoo, especially when you use Vanna's Choice and Vanna's Choice Baby yarns from the Lion

Brand Yarn Company. Enjoy the adventure of crocheting these winsome, wild creatures. They are

wonderful to keep or to share! 10 designs to crochet using medium weight yarn: elephant, hippo,

monkey, giraffe, alligator, lion, seal, walrus, penguin, and snowy owl. Sizes range from 4" to 8" tall.
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Fun projects with super easy clear instructions to follow. My daughter got this book and was

creating cuddly creatures in minutes. She actually started a little business by crocheting these

animals to order for her friends at school. By adding a little clip they make fun additions to

backpacks and purses. A fantastic book for crocheters of any skill level. Just be ready to buy lots of

yarn, my daughter is now addicted!



I thought all of the animals looked so cute and wanted to make them to go with a baby blanket I

already crocheted with similar animals on it. I've made six of the animals already just with the yarn I

already had at home (red heart brand mostly). They work up easily and don't take a lot of yarn or

time. I'm an experienced crocheter but these are easy enough that a beginner can accomplish,

possibly with some help. They are all mostly made working in rounds using either single crotchet or

a decrease single crochet. The hardest part is attaching the pieces but a trick I use is to leave a long

tail of yarn when you end a piece that needs to attach and used that to sew it on.

Buying this book for my mom because I have made most of the critters in it and they came out cute.

If you have a rudimentary understanding of crochet (single crochet, double crochet, increasing,

decreasing), you can do these with no further instruction than what the book provides.

I haven't started any projects yet, just glanced at instruction. so far, I can tell that it's not easy to

follow for beginner, I'm a little disappointed as I purchased this book based on reviews that it's easy,

I don't think so, at least for me. I'm a novice, but not beginner! At least it's cheap, so no big deal.

I looked at this book and assumed it must be some sort of cheap pamphlet, but the pictures say it all

-- the patterns inside are one-of-a-kind and absolutely adorable.As an amigurumi book, it provides a

great variety of shapes and styles which you can either craft from directly or use as a basis for your

own personal creations. Once you've created each of these creatures you'll have a understanding

of how to create various shapes, cylinders, curves, horns, wings, frills...The price is absolutely

stunning for the patterns in this book. Most larger amigurumi books take a single pattern and use

slight modifications to that same pattern just to beef up the book size. This book has unique patterns

that can be adapted by the user without bloating the book just to increase its sale price.Summary:

great, unique, and absolutely adorable patterns with a value price

I love this download. As I am functionally blind my tablet is able to read me the instructions. It is a

slow process for me, but I love the reslults. And so do my firends. So it takes me longer. That's just

me and not the book.

Can't wait to start making these cute items!



Very cute and easy to follow book.
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